April 24, 2020
Dear Friends,
As we all navigate this new time of dealing with COVID 19, many of us are wondering how to
help. We are concerned about the well-being of overstressed healthcare providers, and we also
worry about the economic health of the local restaurants so integral to the flavor of our
communities and the economic survival of so many workers.
Make a difference right now. Join with Feed the Fight Boston as we tackle both challenges
simultaneously by ordering food from local independently-owned restaurants who need business
and delivering it to hard-working frontline healthcare workers in need of a boost.
•

Donate individually or as a corporation at www.feedthefightbos.com by clicking on
Donate Now or by sending a check payable to Newton Rotary Foundation with the note
“Feed the Fight Boston” in the memo line.
Any amount, small or large is welcome! $5 makes a difference, and $500 feeds the team
in a small ER/ICU. $1000 feeds a large one, and $5000 provides a week of daily meals
for 70 frontline healthcare workers.
Corporate Sponsors at the $5000 level will be recognized on the Feed the Fight Boston
website, when meals are delivered, and through social media. Companies at the $10k
level will also be recognized as Corporate Sponsors in major FTFB communications.

•

Become a corporate matching partner. Please promote Feed the Fight Boston within your
organization and further encourage staff by matching their gifts. Of course, any matching
gifts contribute toward your sponsorship total.

What makes Feed the Fight Boston special? We focus on the entire community, distributing
orders equitably and allowing any local restaurant to participate. We work with hospitals, clinics,
nursing homes, and state-level coordinators to send food to facilities according to their needs.
We are highly effective, in our first two weeks of existence raising funds for over 3000 servings
and delivering to a list of 13 hospitals that’s expanding and starting to include high-need clinics
and nursing homes. As an all-volunteer organization, we are highly efficient and have zero
overhead. And with The Rotary Club of Newton as our 501(c)3 fiscal sponsor, all donations are
tax-deductible.
For further details, take a look at www.feedthefightbos.com or contact us at
feedthefightboston@gmail.com.
Thank you, from Feed the Fight Boston and from your community!

